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7390-66 7335-44 (108”) 7292-44 7392-99 7393-33 7393-85 7394-38

7394-44 7394-66 7395-38 7395-44 7395-99 7396-11 7396-33

7396-43 7396-44 7396-55 7396-66 7396-88 7397-44 7397-66

YardaGe For 
all Projects

YardaGe For individual Projects

61” x 81" 
table cloth

18” x 51”
table runner 

26" x 26"  
table topper

13 ½" x 17 ½"          
(8) Placemats

3 ¼ yd 7335-44 108” cream swirl

4  yd 7394-44 cream damask (44/45") 1 ¾ ½  ¾ 1    

4 yd 7390-66 Border Panel 3    1 ½ 1    
2 ½ yd 7394-66 Green damask  ½ ¼ 1 ¾
1¼ yd 7396-88 red tonal Paisley ¼  ½ ⅝
1 yd 7396-66 Green tonal Paisley 1    

1 ¼ yd 7396-43 Gold tonal Paisley ½ ¼ ½
1 ½ yd 7395-44 cream Paisley ½ 1    

1 yd 7395-99 Black Paisley ½ ½
⅜ yd 7393-44 Gold Marble ⅓

Backing 4 ⅝ 1    
(Additional 2 yds. for napkins)

Hearth & Home
by color principle

projects designed by sue falkowski

7390-66

HenrY Glass FaBrics
www.henryglassfabrics.com
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Note: wof = width of fabric, seams are 1/4” . When adding borders 
or sashing, press toward the border or sashing.

Table CloTh 61” x 81”
Cutting Requirements
cream swirl 7335-44 (or cream damask 7394-44)   
(1) 40 ½” x 60 ½” rectangle
Gold tonal Paisley 
(8) 1 ½” x wof strips, pieced together end to end and cut into:
 (2) 1 ½” x 90” strips 
 (2) 1 ½” x 68” strips
Border Panel 
(2) 10” x 90” strips & (2) 10” x 68” strips 
assembly
1. sew 1 ½” x 68”  Gold  tonal strips to corresponding 10” border 

strips.
2. sew 1 ½” x 90” Gold tonal strips to corresponding 10” strips.
3. Fold border strips in half vertically to find the center. lightly 

press or mark center.
4. Fold center rectangle in half vertically and horizontally to find 

center. lightly press outside edge along center fold to indicate 
center marks. 

5. add 90” borders to 60” sides of rectangle, right sides together, 
matching center marks. Pin. start and stop stitching ¼” from 
both ends. Back stitch to secure the threads. 

6. add the shorter border strips in the same manner.
7. Miter the corners.
With right sides together place table cloth on backing fabric. stitch 
around the edges, leaving an opening to turn right side out. clip 
corners. turn right side out. Press. stitch opening closed by top 
stitching around the edge of the table cloth.

oR
layer top with batting and a backing fabric, quilt and bind.

If you are backing with 45” wide fabric
Cut fabric into 2 pieces Cut one of your panels in half and sew it to 
either side of the uncut panel so that you have a wide central panel 
with two flanking narrow ones.

ohio STar bloCkS 
ohio star Blocks are featured in the following projects: table topper, 
table runner, & Placemats. use the directions below to construct 
the flying geese portions of the stars.

Flying Geese
1. draw a line from corner to corner on the wrong side of two 

squares.
2. align one square, right sides together, on one end of a rectangle.   

sew along the drawn line. trim corner away and press. repeat 
on the other end of the rectangle.

Table Topper 26” x 26”
Cutting Requirements
cream swirl or damask background
(1) 3 ½” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (4) 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles for inner star
 (4) 3 ½” squares for inner star corners
(2) 6 ½” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (4) 6 ½” x 12 ½” for outer star flying geese background
 (4) 6 ½” squares for  outer star corners

cream Paisley
(2) 6 ½” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (1) 6 ½” square for center star
 (8) 6 ½” squares for outer star points
red tonal Paisley
(1) 3 ½” x wof strip, sub cut into:
 (8) 3 ½” squares for inner star points
(3) 2 ½” x wof strips, pieced together end to end for binding
Green damask
(4) 1 ½” x wof strips, sub cut into: 
 (2) 1 ½” x 24 ½” strips for border
 (2) 1 ½” x 26 ½” strips for border
Assemble Star
inner star (12 ½” unfinished)
1. Make four flying geese with 3 ½” x 6 ½” cream rectangles and 

(8) 3 ½” red tonal paisley squares.
2. add one to each side of the 6 ½” cream Paisley square.
3. add a 3 ½” cream square  to the sides of the remaining two 

flying geese. complete block as shown.

outer star (24 ½” x 24 ½” unfinished)
1. Make four flying geese using (4) 6 ½” x 12 ½” cream rectangles 

and (8) 6 ½” cream damask squares. sew one to each side of 
the 12 ½” star block. 

2. sew a 6 ½” cream square to ends of the two remaining flying 
geese. add to the top and bottom of the block. 

      
3. sew a 1 ½” x 24 ½” Green damask strip to two sides of the star. 
4. add  1 ½” x 26 ½” Green damask strip to remaining sides. 
5. layer, with batting and backing. Quilt and bind.

Table runner 18” x 51”
Cutting Requirements
cream swirl or damask background
(4) 3” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (16) 3” x 5 ½” rectangles for stars
 (16) 3” squares for star corners
(4) 1 ½” x wof strips, pieced together end to end and cut into:
 (2) 1 ½” x 43 ½” strips sashing 
 (2) 1 ½” x 12 ½” strips sashing 
 (3) 1 ½” x 10 ½” strips sashing
Black Paisley
(1) 5 ½” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (4) 5 ½” squares for centers of stars
(3) 3 ½” x wof strips, pieced together end to end and cut into:
 (2) 3 ½” x 45 ½” strips for border
 (2) 3 ½” x 18 ½” strips for border
red tonal Paisley 
(2) 3” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (16) 3” squares star points
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Green damask
(2) 3” x wof strips, sub cut into
 (16) 3” squares star points
(4) 2 ½” x wof strips, pieced end to end for binding.

Reverse Side cutting requirements
Border Panel
(1) 10 1/2” x 42 ½” strip
Gold tonal Paisley
(3) 1 ½” x wof strips, pieced together end to end and cut into:
 (2) 1 ½” x 43 ½” strips 
 (2) 1½” x 12 ½” strips
Gold Marble
(4) 4” x wof strips, pieced together end to end and cut into:
 (2) 4” x 45 ½” strips
 (2) 4” x 18 ½” strips

Table Runner Assembly
Make four stars - 10 ½” unfinished
1. Follow steps above to make four stars: two with red tonal star 

points and two with Green damask star points
2. sew stars together in a row, alternating with (3) 1 ½” x 10 ½” 

sashing strips. Press toward the sashing strips.

1. add 1 ½” x 43 ½” sashing strips to top and bottom.
2. add 1 ½” x 12 ½” strips to each end
3. add 3 ½” x 45 ½” strips to top and bottom.
4. add 3 ½” x 18 ½” strips to each end. 
5. Panel side assembly: add Gold tonal & Gold Marble borders to 

panel in the same manner.
6. layer with batting, quilt & bind with Green damask.

plaCemaTS 13 ½ ” x 17 ½”
for one placemat: star side cutting requirements
Black Paisley
(1) 5 ½” square for star center
cream swirl or cream damask
(1) 3” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (4) 3 x 5 ½” rectangles for background
 (4) 3” squares for background corners
Green damask
(1) 3” x wof strip, sub cut into:  (8) 3” squares for star points
(2) 2 ½” x wof strips pieced together end to end for binding
red tonal Paisley
(2) 1¼” x wof strips, sub cut into:
 (2) 1 ¼” x 10 ½” strips for inner border
 (2) 1 ¼” x 12” strips for inner border

cream Paisley
(2) 3 ½” x 14” strips for outer border
(2) 1 ½” x 12” strips for outer border

assembly
1. Make one 10 ½” (unfinished) star as described previously.
2. add red tonal 1 ¼” x 10 ½” strips to top and bottom.
3. add red tonal 1 ¼” x 12” strips to each side.
4. add cream Paisley 1 ½” x 12” strips to top and bottom.
5. add cream paisley 1 ½” x 14” strips to each side. 

For one placemat: border print side cutting requirements
(1) 9 ½” x 13 ½” Border Panel motif
Gold tonal Paisley (inner border)
(2) 1” x 13 ½” strips for top and bottom
(2) 1” x 10 ½” strips for side borders
Green damask (outer border)
(2) 2” x 14 ½” strips for top and bottom
(2) 2” x 13 ½” strips for side borders
assembly
1. add Gold tonal border strips to all four sides of the center 

border panel print. (top & bottom first, then sides)
2. add Green damask border strips in the same manner.
3. layer, quilt & bind with Green damask.
4. or layer batting and placemat back and front (right sides 

together, in that order).  stitch around the edges, leaving an 
opening to turn right side out. clip corners. turn right side out. 
Press. stitch opening closed by top stitching around the edge of 
the placemat. 

napkinS
cut squares approximately 20”.
create a narrow hem to finish the edges of the napkins. to do this 
fold the raw edge of the fabric under ¼” along all four sides and 
press. Fold under another ¼” and press again.
top stitch around all four sides in matching or contrasting thread. 
stay just under ¼” from your folded edge. sew slowly. to keep your 
corners sharp, work with your needle in the down position and pivot 
at the corners.

Yardage for 
additional table 

sizes

approx. table 
cloth size

108” wide 
with 10” 
borders 

44/45” 
wide with 

10”borders 

inner 
Border

Border Print 
(mitered)

108” wide 
w/o borders

44/45” wide
w/o borders

up to 54” x 74” 70” x 90” 1½ 4 ¼ ⅓ 5 ¼ 2 5
up to 54” x 92” 70” x 108” 1 ½ 5 ¼ ⅓ 6 ¼ 3 6
up to 54” x 110” 70” x 126” 3 ¼ 6 ¼ ½ 7 ¼ 3½ 7
up to 54” x 128” 70” x 144” 3 ⅝ 7 ¼ ½ 8 ¼ 4 8
up to 54” x 146” 70” x 162” 4¼ 8 ¼ ½ 9 ¼ 4 ½            9

Press toward 
the borders and 

sashing.

How to measure for a table cloth:
Measure the tabletop dimensions. Determine the desired "drop" of 
your tablecloth, or the amount of overhang, and add this number plus 
1 inch to each of the tabletop dimensions. A standard drop is 8 to 10 
inches.


